
 

 

DATA PROTECTION DECLARATION  
PIEPS-App 

(last updated on 21.08.2018) 

 

1. General information 

1.1 This data protection declaration explains which data is provided and/or collected and stored 
when the PIEPS-App database belonging to PIEPS GmbH's (hereinafter referred to as: 
"PIEPS" or "we") is used and how this data is subsequently protected by PIEPS. 

1.2 This data protection declaration applies to PIEPS-App and services owned and operated by 
PIEPS or on behalf of PIEPS. We do not have any influence over links that emanate from 
our services.  

1.3 Protecting personal data is highly important to us. Data processing is based on the legal 
regulations, in particular as per § 96 Telecommunications Act 2003 as well as § 8 Data 
Protection Act. 

2. Collecting, processing and using personal data 

2.1 When you are using our PIEPS-App our server records the data that the App automatically 
sends out whenever you start the PIEPS-app. These entries might include information about 
app-crashes, errors, activities inside the app, the operating system that you use, the language 
used, the used mobile or stationary device (the model), the time and date of the request, 
and/or the Country of the used SIM-card.  

2.2 Data provided by you or automatically logged by us upon registration will only be passed on 
to a third party without your consent if we are required to do so by law or by a court decision 
or if disclosure in the event of attacks on our Internet infrastructure is needed for a legal or 
criminal prosecution. It will never be passed on for any other commercial or non-commercial 
purposes. 

2.3 The data that was passed on will only be used by third party service providers for the purpose 
for which we provided the data. 

3. Data protection 

3.1 PIEPS implements technical and organizational security measures to protect your data that 
is processed by us against accidental or intentional manipulation, loss, destruction or against 
it being accessed by unauthorized persons. Our security measures are continuously 
improved in concurrence with technological developments. However, we cannot guarantee 
the protection of data against interception, misappropriation, misuse or modification as well 
as accidental publication or access and unauthorized third-party activities. 



 

 

4. Links to other providers 

4.1 Our PIEPS-App might contain links to other providers and links to social media sites 
(Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn). This data protection declaration only applies to our PIEPS-
App and services owned and operated by PIEPS or on behalf of PIEPS. We do not have any 
influence over links that emanate from our services. We are not responsible for whether these 
providers or the operators of the social media platforms comply with the legal data protection 
regulations. 

5. Miscellaneous 

5.1 You can be given information about your stored data at any time without having to give a 
reason, subject to legal requirements. You can block, correct or delete your data that was 
collected by us at any time. You can also revoke your consent to data collection and use at 
any time without giving any reasons. Please note that this might also result in the loss of the 
services from us that you require (competitions, newsletters, etc.). You can apply for this at: 
dataprotection@pieps.com  

5.2 Take note of the data usage described above whenever you use our PIEPS-App. This data 
protection declaration is immediately valid and it replaces all previous declarations. This data 
protection declaration may be updated from time to time with regard to legal, technical or 
business developments. We will take reasonable steps to inform you of the importance of 
any changes made. 
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